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The Honors Program at Qatar University provides a highly intellectual
environment for exceptional students to explore and achieve their
full potential. Our main objective is to recruit high achieving and
motivated students and faculty and provide them with ample
resources in the form of interdisciplinary courses, small seminars,
and engaging discussions and debates in the classroom and in Honors
planned events. If you are a student who is curious, who finds new
ideas
engaging,
and
who
enjoys
exploring
the
meaning of science, art, literature, politics, history, and ethics, then you are on our radar
screen of student candidates that we would hope to admit to our program.
I invite you to explore our website to learn more about the program. I will be happy to meet
with you individually during my office hours and by appointment to discuss and answer any
questions regarding Qatar University Honors Program.
I wish you success in your academic endeavor.
Sincerely,

From my experience with HSA since 2013, I can say that it has been
activated tremendously which is promising. It also helped
advertising the Honors Program to Qatar University students as
membership was also open for non- Honors students.
HSA became more that a club for me as it changed my perspective
and thought me how Honors student can truly balance between his
academic responsibilities and extra curricular activities. This gave me
the opportunity to participate in competitions and activities and
helped me to form stronger ties with Honors students from different backgrounds and
cultures.
Being the president for HSA in the academic year 2015-2016 was such a privilege for me. I
was also lucky enough to have the exceptional support from the Honors Program and
working with special board members. I would like to take the opportunity to send my warm
gratitude to all of these great people. Thank you so much for being here and making HSA a
big family.
Kind Regards,

The mission of Honors Students Association is to be a liaison for the Honors Students as an
advocate of social interactions between students and an entertainment spirit. The
association strives to break regular university routine by engaging students in activities,
events and competitions to entertain and motivate the students, to improve and develop
students' networks with other clubs and to improve soft skills.
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The Honors Program is designed for highly-motivated and academically-inquisitive students who
are looking for an enriching college experience. The program was established in Fall 2009 with
four students. Today, the program has evolved into a university-wide community with an overall
student enrollment of 355 in AY 2015-2016. This year 28 Honors students had graduated bringing
the total number of Honors graduates to 79. The following shows the number of Honors
Students distributed by their colleges.

There are priceless benefits for the Honors Program both for the honors students.

• Recognition at graduation and on the academic transcript of successful participation in the
honors program.
• Opportunity to get enrolled into special courses particularly designed for honors students by
outstanding scholars/ instructors.
• Advising and intensive faculty guidance facility.
• Honors students have the priority of participating in Undergraduate Research Funding (UREP)
Projects.
• Scholarship opportunities.
• Opportunities for outstanding honors students to attend national and international
conferences.
• Annual Honors Program Awards.
• Honors students have the opportunity of joining QU clubs for free and they can join clubs
outside QU with 25% reduction on fees.
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Dr. Basem Ezbidi is a political scientist, specialized
in political science and public administration. He
is the first and sole faculty member at the Honor’s
Program of Qatar University. Ezbidi believes that a
positive educator is simply a tool, a facilitator
who helps students realize their potential and
ignites their imagination. He firmly believes in
human potential and in students’ ability to excel. By enhancing their self-esteem
and guiding them through their work, he is confident that students may reach
boundless successes and limitless heights. This approach equips students with the
environment they need to accept challenges, dare take risks, and enjoy the
learning process.
Ezbidi says: “my teaching approach at the Honors Program is grounded in
assisting students to develop their critical thinking and problem-solving skills by
utilizing various instruction techniques that increase the students’ opportunity
for learning and include the assigning of external reading materials,
presentations held by the students, and group discussions. This approach of
teaching and inquiry is exceedingly challenging and demanding, nonetheless,
the students of the Honors Program process the needed talent and aptitude for
the materialization of such an approach, achieving the intended goals properly
and in an enjoyable fashion.”
Dr. Ezbidi concluded by sending his profound appreciation and sincere gratitude to
the Honors Program, in particular to the head of the program, Professor Majeda
Khraisheh, and to its dedicated assistants.
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Dr. Alaa Al Hawari is an Associate Professor at the
department of Civil and Architectural Engineering.
Dr. Al Hawari’s main research area is related to
water and waste water treatment possesses.
Currently, Dr. Al Hawari is running several projects
with international institutes related to enhancing
the quality of treated waste water to be used and
recycling in other applications.
He says: “I have been a member of the honors council for the past four years. I
have noticed that the honors program has developed in terms of the number of
enrollment where students from different disciplines at Qatar University has
joined the honors program. During this semester (Fall 2016) I am teaching an
honors student in my class, the student shows high caliber in terms of skills and
ability to conduct research. The student has been involved in research related to
water desalination where he is conducting experiments in the Environmental
Engineering lab. The student has been exposed to research methodologies in
term of collecting and analyzing his own data. I hope that he will be a good
example for other students to join the program for the scientific, social and other
benefits they will gain by joining this program. I would like to thank the honors
program team for all the effort being done to promote and excel the program.”
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Khaled Hosny is an Honors graduate Class of 2016 from College of
Business and Economics. He has been one of the top academic achievers
through his study years, winning Honors Best Academic Achievement
Award and graduated with the highest GPA amongst all Honors Students
and QU male graduates Class of 2016. Below is a summary of his unique
experience.
“My journey at university was a major step in
completing 14 years of hard and tough time. I can
still remember day one at university, I came
searching for my lectures, I was lost in corridors.
However, now after completing my 4 years’ bachelor
degree in Accounting and Finance, I am proud of
myself. Elhamdellah I completed my degree and I am
happy for that.
I can say that my journey was not an easy one. I had
to study, work, family commitments and my social
life, all together at the same time. I had to manage
everything to make my life move smoother.
University is a challenge, and I have accepted it once I applied to Qatar
University, I believe that commitment to such a challenge was a motive
for me even do better job in all tasks that I was enrolled in.
The Honors program helped me in different aspects. Education wise, the
formatting of the contracts and what was required from students was
good enough to distinguish us from other students. This by itself gave me
a feel of achievement and that was reflected in my study and course work.
Staff wise, I would like to thank Ms. Takwa, Eng. Sara and Eng.
Abdulqader, they helped in everything related to the program.
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Moreover, the Honors program offered me a full paid trip to the U.S. to participate
in National Collegiate Honors Council (NCHC) where I presented a project. This
gave me a push and more energy to even perform better and better.
I was so happy at the moment of graduation
especially that I achieved the highest GPA among all
of Qatar University male students 2016 batch and
over the Honors graduates as well.
My ambitious is to be one of the top leaders. A CEO in
a company, or a professor in a top educational
institution. I want to be different, distinguish myself
among others, as I always did before. Now, I am
studying Masters and Insha’Allah I am aiming to get
external certificates that enhance my educational
level which consequently be reflected in my career and life as a whole
My biggest challenge during my undergraduate studies was to win the battle and
compete myself to achieve an outstanding GPA by my graduation.”

Sawsan is an Honors graduate Class of 2016. Sawsan is one of
the top academic achieving students at Qatar University and
Electrical Engineering Department in particular. At the mean time Sawsan is
enrolled to the Master program at QU and working as a Graduate Assistant.
Sawsan expressed her happiness in graduation day and she shared her
experience with the program saying: ”The journey of the university broaden my
horizons and flourished my knowledge, and gave me an opportunity to socialized
with people from cross cultural backgrounds, to practice hands-on experience, and
many other valuable chances. Joining the honor program made my experience
more enthusiastic as I was engaged in further activities which have pushed me to
think out of box and to be more creative.
One of the must joyful and pleasurable moment of any student’s life is the
graduation moment, which was my best moment too. Now, my next ambition is
to acquire the master’s degree in my field. Moreover, one of the most remarkable
experience during my undergraduate degree is the graduation project. Working on
the graduation project for a one year was one of the most priceless and time
valued moments in my university life.”
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Mohamed Alabrash is an Honors Student who graduated from College of
Sharia and Islamic Studies in May 2016. He was one of the most
distinctive Honors Students as he had a great number of both academic
and non- academic achievements and awards. When he was asked to
share his unique learning experience with the Honors Program he said
the following:
“My learning experience was rich, productive and full of
accomplishments Alhamduli’Allah. I can confidently say that what have
crowned my achievements is my enrollment into the Honors Program.
I joined the program after
discovering the Honors Program
office by chance and asking the
assistants about it in terms of its
goals, benefits and the students’
evaluation methods. I found it
very challenging and I decided
to accept the challenge.
I have participated in planning
and organizing many events and
attended many workshops
organized by the program which
have
improved
my
communication
skills
with
others and enhanced my college
experience.
My feelings when I finished my Bachelor degree are mixed as I feel glad
as I feel sad for leaving my friends.
Now my ambition is to continue into higher education in the field of
Quran Sciences and Alhamduli’Allah I got accepted in Qatar University
for Masters Studies.
During my undergraduate study, I was engaged in many cubs such as
being a board member in Sharia Club and Inshad Club.
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Moreover, I was privileged as I received numerous awards including Honors Best
Services Award, Academic Excellence Awards like being listed in the Dean’s List every
semester and Vice President's List, winning the the
1st Place in Qatar University’s Inshad Contest and
later winning the 1st Place in Qatar’s Inshad Contest.
My greatest achivement could be my humble service
to mu university as I was the Vice President of the
students council in its third cycle. I strived to find
solutions and to work on the proposed solutions in
order to satisfy students and to facilitate their
university life.”

Eng. Moustafa is an Honors graduate Class of 2016. Moustafa was one of the
most active Honors Students and Chemical Engineering Students. He wanted
to share his unique experience with the program saying:
“I joined the College of Engineering and my
trip was full of learning and a passion,
especially, that Qatar University has provided
a distinction environment full of priceless
opportunities. One of these opportunities
was the Honor Program that has derived my
courage to succeed and excel. The program
also provided opportunities to discover the
outside world by encouraging the students
to participate in international conferences and give them research projects
opportunities and to join their faculty members in their
projects or in UREP projects.
I can describe my journey at Qatar University to
excellence and I wish I can successfully realize my
future ambitions. Now my goal is to attain Masters
degree in my field and to be qualified to compete and
find a job.”
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HSA is the students' body that represents Honors Students at QU and listed
officially as a club under Students Activities Department. Our primary goal is to
cater both academic and extracurricular needs for members. Most of our
activities focus on breaking the regular university routine and entertain students.

Media
Committee

Events
Committee

Membership
Committee
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The HSA board for the academic year 2015-2016 have organized several
activities, events, and competitions. During the year there were one trip to
Museum of Islamic Art. Two debates were held among the honors students and
Debate Club members in both languages, Arabic and English. Moreover, as an
educational and entertaining event, a traditional cuisine was organized in the
Honor of Chef Aisha Al-Tammimi where students got together and tried different
dishes of different countries. During this event there were two competitions,
one for the best traditional dish and the other for the best traditional costume.

The board members of HSA during the academic year 2015-2016.
Jamal Hannun, Afsaneh Ali, Hassan Sayed, Tasneem Hussain and Jana Jamaleddin
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The HSA Board Membership application took place in June. Seven candidates
applied for board membership and according to the election results shown
below, the top four candidates were selected as the new board members for the
HAS.
New HSA Board Members are listed as follows:
HSA President: Tasneem Hussain
HSA Vice President: Asmaa Othman Mohamed
HSA Secretary: Vineeta Devnani
HSA Treasurer: Afsaneh Ali
HSA coordinator: Jamal Hannun
18
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HSA board election results (AY 2016-2017)
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Honors Program has taken very significant place in the new students'
orientation day that Qatar University organize before the beginning of each
semester. Honors Program has taken the opportunity on that day to introduce
the new students to the program and encourage them to apply and to get
enrolled into the program.

Open House Event is an event that Qatar University
arrange for Freshmen Students to familiarize the
them with the facilities within the university.
Honors Program had a booth in that event to
attract and introduce the students to the program.
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On December 9th, 2015 HSA has organized
a trip to MIA. The purpose of the trip was
to show the students the beauty of
Islamic Art over three different continents
in different eras. 9 Honors students have
participated in the trip.
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Traditional cuisine is an event that was organized by Honors Program for the
second time this year in 8th of March. The purpose of the event is to show and
present different cultures within the honors program and to taste food from
different countries. We were honored to have a very distinguished guest Chef
Aisha Al-Tammemi as a dish judge for the best three traditional dishes.
Moreover, many students, staff and faculty members have joined the event and
participated with different dishes and special customs to present their cultures.
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2nd
1st

1st Place Winner: Bushra Ismail Abu hamdah
Dish name: Mansaf
3rd

2nd Place Winner: Amara Rehman
Dish name: Ras Malai

3rd Place Winner: Ahmed
Dish name: Mahshi
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Best Males’ Traditional Costume winner
Khalid Awad from Sudan.

Best Females’ Traditional Costume winner
Amany Soliman from Egypt.
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The event was mutually organized by the Honors Students
Association (HSA) and the Debate Club. The main aims of this
event are to create relationship between the honors club
members and the debate club members and to improve
persuasion skills and acceptability of the other side opinion. Two
debates took place; one in English and the other in Arabic where
teams consisted of four speakers per English debate team and
three per Arabic debate team.

Winners

Judges

Arabic Debate

English Debate

Aya Abu Nada
Alaa Afifi
Rawan Al Makki
-----------------------Loutfi Barakeh
Jaber Abu-Humaid
Qamar Bader

1st Place: Abdul Quddoos Abdul Basith
2nd Place: Baher Sherif Shehata
Lina Layth
Majd Abdalla
Jamal Hannun
Amina Awartani
------------------------
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Honors Program is closing an academic year full of accomplishments and success with
the End of Year Event. The event took place on May 26th , 2016 in Ibn Khaldoun Hall
and had a very special audience represented by the sponsors which are Oryx GTL, a
number of faculty members and large crowd of honors students and parents. The
year the Honors Program had for the first time “Honors Research Symposium Event”
as a part of the End of Year Event program to give students opportunity to share their
great research work. The Research Symposium has two sessions, one is academic
poster session and the other is presentation session which was basically in the scope
of Gas To Liquid (GTL) projects.
After Quran’s recitation by Mohamed Al- Abrash, Dr. Majeda delivered a warm
welcoming speech and talked a little bit about the development of the program .
Following this short session, presentations started
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1st

Dareen Dardor, Mariem Chamekh, Baraa Anaya and Shiva Yousefi
(Chemical Engineering)
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2nd

Moustafa Hussain (Chemical Engineering), Abdullah Piroozi, Mohamed Rabeh Khaleel and
Ammar Haider Ali (Mechanical Engineering)

1st
2nd

Baraa Anaya (Chemical Engineering)
Sawsan Sayed & Tasneem Hussain
(Electrical Engineering)
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1st
Noora Al-Shamary
(Biological and Environmental Science)

The ceremony had an awarding session to award the outstanding students from
different majors and classes for variety of accomplishments. The awards and
winners were classified as follows:
• The Best Thesis Award; is an award for distinguished graduation projects. Both
Fatma Jaber Elahbaby from a College of Art and Science and Moustafa Hussein
Ali from the College of Engineering won this special award.
• Best Services Award; which is an award for outstanding student services; was
given to Jamal Hannun and Tasneem Hussain from College of Engineering.
• Best Academic Award; is an award given for distinct academic performance.
Winners of this award were Buthaina Al-Hammadi from College of Art and
Science, Muna Alashwal from College of Business and Economics, Naram
Mhaisen, Mohammad Khader and Ibrahim Ahmed from College of Engineering.
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• Honors Graduates With Distinction Award; is an award given
to honors graduates with GPA above 3.80. Winners were
Khaled Hosny, Afnan AlMalk and Amenah Abdulsalam from
College of Business and Economics, Sawsan Abdulsalam from
College of Engineering, Rayan Zaied from College of Law and
Maryam Abu- Sharida, Fatma Elahbaby and Tazeen Qureshi
from College of Art and Science.

The event was concluded by a surprise prepared by the Honors Students
Association members to thank the Honors Program and Dr. Majeda for their
extraordinary efforts and support.
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Abdullatif Al-Qahtani is an Honors Student who have achieved an outstanding
number of medals and awards with Qatar’s team for Paragliding.
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The Honors Students Tasneem Hussain from College of Engineering Won the 1st
Place in International Petroleum Technology Conference 2015, Educational
Summit.

1st

Two Honors Student Winning The
Students’ Athletic Award – Student
life awards
Student life awards are annual
awards given to students who have
a distinguishable contribution to the
campus life . The awards are given
to different categories. One of them
awarded categories is the athletic
student. One male student and One
female student are awarded for
their remarkable contribution in
sports activities. For 2015/2016
round, both athletic awards were
obtained by the honors students
Khaled Ibrahim Shamiyeh from
College of Engineering and Dana
Yahya Al-Madhoun from College
from Arts and Science.
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1st

2nd

First & Second place winners in GCC Robotics
Challenge – Qatar Round
GCC Robotics challenge is a yearly challenge
aiming for undergraduate students and young
professionals to compete and build an innovative
robot and compete in a designed area with time
and space limitations. The competition is started
by local rounds in each GCC country and the 1st
place winners are qualified to a final round with
all GCC winning teams. The honors students
Omran Adnan Alrashid Abazeed, Naram Sultan
Mhaisen, and Youssef Al Hariri from CSE
department were able to achieve the first place in
the GCC Robotics challenge – the Qatari round
among 6 different teams from Qatar University &

College of North Atlantic. Also, the honors student Mohammed Khader and his
team has won the second place in this competition. The winning team was not
able to represent Qatar in the final round due to visa issues so they were replaced
by the 2nd place team who achieved 4th place on the final round.
The Honors Students Tasneem Hussain, Tasneem Sid Ahmed, Afsaneh Ali, Asmaa
Othman, Roba Al-Muhtasib, Reem Jamil Azzam, Mona Hassan Albatrani and
Afnan Mohamed AlKatib from College of Engineering have participated in ChemE
Car Competition organized by QU AIChE and Department of Chemical
Engineering.
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Hala Emad Mossa achieved the best Undergraduate
Research Poster in Humanities at Social and Science in 2016.

Wajiha Ghazi achieved the best student research awards in 2016
in CAS annual research day.

2nd
Sana Shiekh was the 2nd Place Winner
of Enterprise Challenge Qatar from the
College Business and Economy in 2016.

2nd
Dana Almadhoun was 2nd Place Winner in a
contest by The American Anti-Corruption Institute
(AACI) from College of Engineering in 2016.
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2nd
Jamal Hanun and Ibrahim
Ahmed and 2 other
students were the 2nd
Place Winners in the
Innovation
and
entrepreneurship contest
in 2016.

1st

Mohamed Ali Alabrash Won the 1st Place in
Qatar University’s Inshad Contest and later he
won in the local contest and he was part of
the student council.
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Two Honors Students Winning 2
Different Awards at QU
“Takreem” Recognition Ceremony
“Takreem” was a ceremony held
by QU to recognize students for
their outstanding performance
for student life 2015/2016.
Around 14 different categories
were awarded where 3 different
awards were accredited for
honors students.
Mohamed Ali Alabrash from
College Of Sharia and Islamic
Studies was recognized for
having the best Leadership
award 4 times in a row while
Wajiha Ghazi was recognized
for the best academic and nonacademic award.

Mohamed Ali Alabrash
Wajiha Ghazi

Honors Student Winning the 2nd Place at
the Sports Dynamic Day
The sports dynamic day is a sport festival
organized by CAS department for CAS
students and faculty where different sports
activities and competitions are held. Wajiha
Ghazi , a honors student , has achieved
second place in badminton on that day.

The Honors Student Majd Abdallah from
College of Engineering has participated
in an international debating league in
Leiden, The Netherlands.
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Sawsan Sayed Omar, Tasneem Hussain, Moustafa Hussein Ali, Baraa Anayah,
Saada Almohanadi and other students won in the Senior Design Projects
Contest that was organized by QU College of Engineering, QAPCO, Dolphin
Energies, and Oxy Qatar in 27th May, 2016.
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Director
Tel: +974 4403 4993 / 4990
Email: m.khraisheh@qu.edu.qa

Honors Program Specialist
Tel: +974 4403 4996 / 4990
Email: a.alkhouzaam@qu.edu.qa

Honors Program Coordinator
Tel: +974 4403 4995 / 4990
Email: sara.orfali@qu.edu.qa

Administrative Assistant
Tel: +974 4403 - 4994 / 4990
Emails: Takwa.Jaber@qu.edu.qa
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Qatar University
Honors Program

@HSA_QU

@QUHSA

quhonors@qu.edu.qa
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